Spring has arrived at long long last
Let’s hope that all that snow showers is a thing of the past
Jean has set us a target of s to do
Lets hope I’ve got the message and that I can impress you
Savings are something that as we work in your garden we can make
And the gardeners even know when not to use a rake
Our gardeners are trained to have a good eye for detail
And can in the veg garden plant up some kale
Protection is something that we also have to give some thought
Especially when with plants we have to consider the price at which they have been bought.
The price of some plants and shrubs can be high
And we have to ensure that after planting they will not die.
Retirement is something that affects us a lot
And a high number of retired customers we have got
We help look after their garden and relieve the strain
This mainly comes about as they can suffer some pain

Investment in a garden can help to make it look very nice
And if you come to sell the property it can get you a better price
The better the garden looks the more pleasure you will gain
And you do not need to worry about the weeds that could drive you insane
Negative equity Tidy Gardens will help you to avoid
The best example of this would be in the garden of Mrs Boyd
Her garden was tired and in need of assistance
To which we responded by going that extra distance
Grave or graves is something that we also do
And when people visit they are encouraged to take a pew
We tend the grave and bright plants we persue
And the overall effect enhances the view
So at Tidy Gardens we can spring into action
Oh! and with hollow coring we can relieve the compaction
So for a garden that is free of weeds
It has to be Tidy Gardens All your garden needs

